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Midterm Elections Will Have Large Impact on Direction of the U.S.
Jacinda MacCool
News Writer

November 6 was the
midterm election, which can
make or break many issues:
healthcare, immigration, economy, power and who will hold it,
both in Washington and in the
states. Above all, it’s about something more elementry; what kind
of country do Americans see today and want to see in the future?
That makes these midterms unlike any in the recent past.
The election involves
both personal feelings about
President Trump and perceptions about the overall state of
the country. This debate about
America’s divisions has been underway for some time, but Trump

has raised the emotional level to
something not seen before.
This is an election that
is being fought in individual
districts and states, with
traditional tools: money
and advertising. Television ads by Democrats
hammered Republicans
on various issues; Re-

Brody Cusimano, a sophomore at
SLVHS. Hostility from those in
one party toward those in the other has risen. Divisions between

widened. Men and women are on
opposites sides in assessments of
the president, including in some
marriages. Education has become

against Democrats. Voter
mobilization is as sophisticated and robust as it has
ever been. At the margins,
those weapons can make
a difference.
Polling Discrimination
“I think this is
Photo by The Conversation
kind of a divided country and growing more
urban and rural America have

line, dividing those with
college degrees and those
without.
But it is the larger question about the values of
the nation that has produced what we’ve seen
over weeks and months.
It is that unsettling issue
that has generated the record amounts of money
raised and spent, and
the remarkable outpouring of volunteers never
before active who are
walking precincts and making

have been for months. It is what
has motivated record numbers
of people in many states to cast
ballots ahead of Election Day.
Together, those indicators have
stamped this campaign as a once
in a generation event.
America has very diverse politics, from one region
to another, across state lines, and
within the states themselves. Each
state or region has its own political history and culture. Each has
its peculiarities, its good or bad
candidates, its local conditions.
Because of geographical
differences in a divided America,
what happened on November 6
could hit with unequal force. If
things break as now appears posContinued on Pg. #9

Washington Post Journalist Jamal Khashoggi Killed In Turkish consulate
Ryland Bonnet
News Writer

Just several weeks ago,
Washington Post reporter Jamal
Khashoggi was brutally tortured
and dismembered alive while at
a consulate in Turkey. At the moment, Saudi Arabia admits the reporter’s death, but claims that he
Saudi Arabia has been purging
tect the crown prince. The crown
prince is the leader of Saudi Arabia. Unfortunately, Khashoggi
was a critic of said crown prince,
and people have thought that the
crown prince would have had
Khashoggi killed because he was
so well known in his critique of
the prince.
Khashoggi went missing while he went into the con-

sulate to obtain documents for
his upcoming marriage. Just sevkey said that they believed that
Khashoggi had been killed in the
same building, seeing as there
was no evidence that he ever
nied all allegations made about
the topic.
The Saudi Ministry of
Foreign Affairs stated that the
conversations between foreign
affairs and Khashoggi “did not
go as required and escalated

and, to the nation’s astonishment,,
he said that what they did was “a
happened was unacceptable.
Republican
Senator

- Justice for Khashoggi
cials involved are now con- Photo by Washington Post
sidered suspects.
President Donald Trump Lindsey Graham stated that she
said that he believed what Saudi
Arabia said was entirely credible, the situation with Saudi Arabia.

He stated “First we were told Mr.
Khashoggi supposedly left the
consulate and there was a blanket denial of any Saudi involve-

he’s killed in the consulate,
all without knowledge of the
is entirely true, showing that
Saudi Arabia must have had
at least some involvement in
the situation, going off of the
denied having anything to do
with it, and then they claimed
consulate.
Turkish authorities have
leaked several audio recordings from the inside of the
consulate, opening up a world
of horror for whoever hears
them. The 15-man squad Turk-

ish authorities say was sent after
Khashoggi was reported to have
brought a bone saw. In the audio
recording, the forensics expert,
Salah Muhammed al-Tubaigy
among the squad of 15 is heard
telling the others in the room to
listen to music on headphones
while he dismembered Khashoggi’s body, indicating that he was
still alive while he did so.
There is controversy
over whether or not the crown
prince had anything to do with the
killing, although several men in
the squad of 15 sent to Istanbul to
supposedly kill Khashoggi were
a part of the prince’s personal
security staff, indicating that he
may have given the order to kill
Khashoggi.
Allegedly, the audio reContinued on Pg. #9
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Google Shields Executives Accused of Sexual Misconduct; Protests Ensue
Amber Slaughter
News Writer

The Me Too movement
has sparked people telling their
stories of sexual assault and sexual harassment. There have been
many allegations, and among
these are three executives from
Google have been accused of
sexual assault.
What has been even
more upsetting for people besides
the allegations is how Google
responded. One of the three,
Andy Rubin, has been accused
of sexual assault; when Google
learned of these claims, he got a
$90 million exit package. People
were outraged when they learned
this. Google held an investigation
and they found the claims to be
credible. Many wondered, if the
claims are credible, why did Rubin recieve $90 million?
Sundar Pichai, the Chief

Executive of Google, comment- this. It very quickly evolved into
ed, “We want to assure you that something much bigger. Around
we review every single complaint the world, multiple Google buildabout sexual harassment or inappropriate conduct. We investigate
and we take action.”
Rubin had an extramarital affair, and the woman “accused him of pressuring her to
perform oral sex in 2013.” When
asked about these allegations
against him Rubin responded
with, “These false allegations
are a part of a smear campaign to
disparage me during divorce and
custody battles. Also, I am deeply
troubled that anonymous Google
executives are commenting about
senting the facts.”
Google employees reacted strongly to this issue. At Andy Rubin
Photo by Wikipedia
that they were disappointed with
the way Google had handled all of ings held walkouts for the way

Google handled things and how
they have handled things in the
past.
Dublin, Singapore, Hyderabad, India, Berlin, Zurich,
London, Chicago, Seattle, Silicon Valley, all held walkouts on
Thursday. Meredith Whittaker a
Google employee and an organizer of the walkout said, “I am
here because what you read in
The New York Times are a small
sampling of the thousands of stories we all have.”
The organizers of the
walkouts also made a list of demands for how Google should
handle sexual harassment. The
demands included things like
“ending its use of private arbitration in such cases.” They also
wanted the publication of a transparency reports for sexual harassment. They want to have an
employee representative on the
board and to “have a chief diver-

rectly to the board.”
The employees who participated in the walkouts posted
pictures on social media so that
the public could see that they
would not stay silent about issues
like this. One of the signs said “
What do I do at Google? I work
hard every day so the company
can afford $90,000,000 payouts
to execs who sexually harass my
coworkers.”
They were also chanting “ Times Up!” a slogan from
the Me Too movement. Many
employees said that they were
very proud of the walkouts and
the change it was making for
the company. Is Google going to
agree to these demands? What
happens if they do not agree?

gram.” Supporters of the proposal
have responded to these critical
statements by saying that what really sabotages the Medicare program is its high cost, which has
apparently proven to be biggest
donor to issues surrounding the
nation’s debt. The Trump administration has also been criticized
for the irony in
their own plan:
Trump’s “American
Patients
First” drug cost
draft made fun
of the idea of determining prices
based on an international index.
Despite
the very positive appearance
of
President
Trump’s
new
proposal to lower drug prices,
many worry that
the plan could
turn out to be

ate more problems than it would
solutions. Nevertheless, this plot
could save money for the government, as well as for millions of
Medicare receivers. Whether this
plan will ultimately cause more
help than harm or vice versa is, so
far, unknown.

Trump Proposes to Lower Medicare Pharmaceutical Prices and Rates
Rachel Clift
News Writer

On October 24, the
Trump administration presented a
new scheme to drastically lower
the cost of some expensive drugs
administered under Medicare.
They intend to go about doing
this by associating what Medicare pays for these drugs to what
other industrialized nations pay.
This variation between what other countries pay for pricey drugs
and what Americans pay has apparently bothered President Donald Trump for awhile; he claims
that “For decades, other countries
have rigged the system so that
American patients are charged
much more- and in some cases,
much, much more- for the exact
same drug.” The Trump administration has recently revealed
plans for how they plan to go
about lowering these costs.
The proposal would take
care of the issues in Part B of the
Medicare program in two majorly

replace the 6 percent commission
on drug infusions received by doctors that is linked to the median
selling price of a drug with a new
system, one in which the doctors
make a reasonable amount, but
without the corrupt motivations.
In addition, physicians would be
paid off for authorizing a pricey
drug or a cheap one, providing
them with more motivation to administer low-cost medications to
their patients. Secondly, it would
relate Medicare Part B costs with
an International Pricing Index
based on sixteen other nations.
This program would be overseen
by the Center for Medicare &
Medicaid Innovation, an agency
established under the Affordable
Care Act to brainstorm ways to
make Medicare and Medicaid
more cost-effective. The pilot
would be expected to take care
of half of the U.S. population,
and the Trump administration
believes that the scheme could
lower Medicare Part B spending by $17 billion over the next

seniors taken care of under the
Medicare program are required to
pay for a portion of their Medicare Part B drug expenses, reduced Medicare drug costs would
turn into into large savings for seniors receiving these medicines.
Though the plan appears positive
to many American citizens, many
in the proposal.
The
Pharmaceutical
Research and Manufacturers of
America, the most well-known
drug lobby, responded very
quickly to the plan, saying that the
proposed scheme would “jeopardize access to medicines for
seniors and patients with disabilities living with devastating conditions such as cancer, rheumatoid
arthritis and other autoimmune
diseases.” The Biotechnology Industry Organization also spoke in
response to the proposal, stating
that it would continue “a troubling trend towards undermining
the Medicare Part B drug pro-
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Bombs Sent to Trump Critics; Florida Trump Supporter Sayoc Apprehended

Catagory 5 Super-Typhoon
Yutu Hits Tinian and Saipan
Chris Markey
News Writer

On October 21, a tropical depression developed east of
Guam. Shortly after, the system
began to strengthen and became
Typhoon Yutu. Because of favorable conditions that included low
wind shear and high ocean-surface temperatures, Yutu intensi24, Yutu continued to intensify,
reaching a category 5 typhoon
(the highest and strongest level).
Yutu at this time was moving
towards the island of Saipan. At
2:00 a.m. on October 25, Typhoon
Yutu made landfall on Tinian
and the southern part of Saipan
at peak intensity. Winds were
recorded at 185 miles per hour,

becoming the most powerful
storm on record to hit the Northern Mariana Islands. On October 25, the system underwent
changes causing it to weaken
into a category 4 super typhoon;
however, by October 26, Yutu
changed its cycle and strengthened regaining a Category 5, but
then again changed and eventually became a Category 2. The
storm caused catastrophic damage across Tinian and Saipan,
destroying numerous homes and
killing 2 people. Violent winds
destroyed concrete structures
in southern Saipan and stripped
areas of vegetation. In the Phil-

Lori Claes

News Writer

killed at least 15 people and left
more than 20 others missing.

Pittsburgh Synagogue Shooting Deadliest
Attack on Jewish Community in US History
Ellie Bourret
News Writer

shooting, Bowers had posted anti-Semitic comments against the
Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society
on the social network Gab.
The synagogue attacked,
The Tree of Life, or L’Simcha
Congregation, was a participant
in HIAS. The shooting was the
deadliest attack on the Jewish

On October 27, a
46-year-old male entered a synagogue in Pittsburgh with multiple
guns and shot 18 people, killing 11. The victims were mostly
older, with nine of those shot
over the age of 65. The victims
were: Cecil Rosenthal,
59; David Rosenthal,
54; Irving Younger, 69;
Melvin Wax, 87; Rose
Mallinger, 97; Sylvan
Simon, 86; Bernice Simon, 84; Joyce Fienberg, 75; Daniel Stein,
71; Jerry Rabinowitz;
and Richard Gottfried. In an article by
the CNN, the victims Memorials Outside Synagogue
were given obituaries Photo by Variety
that described many as
vivid and full of compassion for community of the US in US histheir community.
tory.
The shooter, 46-yearPittsburgh Mayor Bill
old Robert Gregory Bowers, was Peduto did not want President
charged with 29 federal crimes Trump to come to the city, as he
and 36 state crimes. Before the believed it to be inappropriate,

3

but Rabbi Jeffrey Myers, who
welcomed Trump’s visit, said in a
televised interview that he found
the president to be “very warm,
very consoling” and was “pleasantly surprised by a warm and
personal side to the president that
I don’t think America has ever
seen”, according to the Washington Post.
Peduto has focused on
being a leader for the
Jewish community in
their time of tragedy, despite not being Jewish.
He was friends with many
of the people who were at
the synagogue for more
than a decade, and feels
emotionally affected by
the event. However, he
has become embroiled in
a battle against the president at the same time. Peduto has
been at the center of previous
synagogue shooting is only the
latest.

Just two weeks before
national midterm elections, on
Friday, October 26, registered
Republican and Florida man
Cesar Sayoc is suspected of
sending more than a dozen pipe
bomb packages to high-ranking
Democrats and Trump critics.
He is reported to have a criminal record dating back to 1991,
as well as a felony charge from
2002 for threatening to “throw,
project, place, or discharge any
destructive device.”
On October 25, New
York police found a suspicious
package sent to building houses
Tribeca Grill and Tribeca Film
Center, as well as 2 packages intercepted in Delaware, addressed
to former Democratic Vice President, Joe Biden. There were also
similar packages addressed to
former President Barack Obama,
Hillary Clinton, California Democratic Representative Maxine
Waters, Florida Democratic Representative Debbie Wasserman
cant Democrats around the country. None of the 15 pipe bombs
exploded since New York police
found them.
Cesar Sayoc has an
extensive criminal record, consisting of charges of alleged
theft and drug offenses, as
was reported to drive a white
van, the windows covered with
pro-Trump and anti-Democrat
stickers, and it is believed that
the same van was located at the
scene of his arrest. He was arrested in Plantation, Florida
outside of an auto parts store.
Investigators searched the van
and found a laptop and a phone
that had a search history with
the addresses of the high-rank-

as well as numerous other targets
and their family members.
Adding to the suspicion
against Sayoc, he was active on
Facebook and Twitter, advertising his passion for Trump’s Presidency, posting pictures of himself at Trump rallies, as well as
threatening any Trump detractors.
Political Commentator Rochelle
Ritchie recieved threats, as well
as pictures of alligators and human body parts from Sayoc and
complained to Twitter. One of
Sayoc’s tweets was taken down
from Twitter, as it said, “We will
see you 4 sure. Hug your loved
ones real close every time you
leave your home.”
Sayoc’s family described
him as a mentally disturbed individual who had lived in his van
for the last decade. They also said
that his interest with Republican
politics began only in the past
few years. Lowy, a Miami attorney, represented Sayoc’s family,
saying, “They are overwhelmed
with grief over this...” Sayoc was
including interstate transport of
explosives and threats against
former presidents, and a max of
48 years in prison.
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Voting Apathy, a Nationwide Epidemic, is Present in SLVHS Students
Matt Stone
News Writer

No matter what their
views are, someone always has
something to say when it comes
to politics. However, many of
them decide not to vote. Statistics
show that an estimated 55.7% of
eligible voters actually decided to
vote in 2016 presidential election,
which means nearly half of eligible voters are not having a say in
who becomes the president of the
United States. SLV is a diverse
school, but does voting apathy
affect the decisions of the young
adults at our school?
There’s a variety of reasons people don’t vote, from it be
a lack of interest to lack of representation. The electoral college
is a body of people representing
the states of the US who formally
cast votes for the election of the
president and vice president.
Since the electoral college elects
the president directly, there is

a stigma that your vote doesn’t
mean something.
While one vote may be
very little in the bigger picture,
the mindset of “my vote won’t

suited.
“There is no reason to
waste your time on something
that you don’t make a difference
on. Either way your one vote
won’t change anything. Might as
well just stay home,” says Tyler

who wins. Senior Taj Glasky,
who is eligible to vote in
2020 said “I don’t feel like it
makes a difference. The people in power will get it their
way.” This is not an unpopular opinion and voter apathy
is an epidemic that is spreading across the US, particularly among the youth. Another
reason of voting apathy is
political parties; if you are Is Voting Apathy Present?
anything other than Republi- Photo by The Johnny Green
can or Democrat there is no rea- Costere, a junior. It seems not
son to vote, because chances are only that voting apathy is someyour candidate won’t win. This is thing that exists at our school,
an understandable reasoning for but it is almost a state of mind for
not voting because it’s unlikely many of the young adults eligible
third or fourth party candidates to vote in the next election.
will win, but it’s still worth voting
Civic technology has atfor the candidate you deem best tempted to lower or prevent voter

apathy using modern strategies
like advertisements, social media
and websites. Some companies
their vote like Uber or Lyft, who
will provide free rides to polls,
and Facebook who have provided
users with a reminder to register.
On the other hand there
are people that actually want
to vote and make their impact, even if it is a little one.
“Even if my vote doesn’t
make a difference or change
the outcome, just having the
power to voice my opinion is
there and there is no reason
not to,” says Junior Hagan
Warner. Even though voting apathy is something that affects our
country, there still are a good
amount of people that are eager to
vote and voice their opinion.
Many people are considering the 2018 midterms to be one
of the most important elections

ever. Voter turnout for midterm
elections is usually about 40%,
but this year there was a higher
estimated voter turnout (49.3%)
because of how important they
are.
Whether your views
are Democratic, Republican, or
another party, you should share
your opinion and vote on who
you think should hold the highest
power in the United States. This
upcoming midterm election has
shown that it is a possibility that
voter apathy may be dying and
there is hope that voter interest
stays high.
SLV high school has an
apparent voter apathy but there,
like many places, is an interest in
casting votes in a hope to change
the election to what they believe.
With many students eligible for
the next election, it’s important to
address the lack of interest in vot-

Megyn Kelly’s Racist Comments Lead to Cancellation and Termination
Kevin Giannini
News Writer

from NBC after defending blackface during a Halloween segment
on “Megyn Kelly Today” Tuesday morning.
Megyn Kelly joined
NBC in January 2017, having
previously spent twelve years
with Fox News. She was offered
to stay with Fox News, but denied the contract to work with
NBC. Her NBC news contract
called for her to host an hourlong morning news slot, and a
Sunday night news hour.
“She is not ever coming back,” an NBC executive
with knowledge of the situation
told The Daily Mail. “We are just
working out timing of the announcement but mark my wordshe is gone and will never be seen
on NBC live again,” the source
added. Kelly made a tearful
public apology on Wednesday’s

show, stating how her views on
blackface have since changed.
“Good morning, everyone, and welcome to the show,”
she began. “I’m Megyn Kelly and
I want to begin with two words
- I’m sorry. You may have heard
that yesterday we had a discussion here about political correctness and Halloween costumes.
And that conversation turned to
whether it is ever OK for a person
of one race to dress up as another,
a black person making their face
lighter or a white person making
theirs darker, to make a costume
complete. I defended the idea
saying as long as it was respectful
and part of a Halloween costume,
it seemed OK. Well, I was wrong
and I am sorry.”
“One of the great parts
of sitting in this chair each day
is getting to discuss different
points of view,” she continued.
“Sometimes I talk and sometimes
I listen, and yesterday, I learned.
I learned that given the history

of blackface being used in awful
ways by racists in this country it
is not OK for that to be part of

Kelly on FOX News
Photo by Wikipedia
any costume, Halloween or otherwise. I have never been a ‘PC’
kind of person but I do understand the value in being sensitive

to our history, particularly on race
and ethnicity. This past year has
been so painful for many people
of color, the country feels so divided, and I have no wish to add
to that pain and offense. I believe
this is a time for more understanding, more love, more sensitivity
and honor and I want to be part of
that. Thank you for listening and
for helping me listen, too.”
Megyn Kelly had a long
and emotional apology to all of
her viewers and other NBC workers. Kelly did seem very sorry
for her blackface comments, but
made racist comments on television. On Fox News she made a
comment saying, “ Jesus was a
white man… as in Santa.” She
also said that a young AfricanAmerican girl being manhandled
by a cop in Texas in a viral video,
“ was no saint.” Stephen A. Smith
and Baltimore mayor Stephanie
Rawlings- Blake were both criticized by Kelly for apologizing for

their own racist comments, making Megyn Kelly a hypocrite.
SLV sophomore James
Carlos said, “I am not a super
big fan of Megyn Kelly, but I do
remember the racist remarks she
has made in the past. I am not
NBC. I saw something like this
coming, based on her previous
racist remarks.” SLV freshman
Ryan Hodge said, “I have seen
some of Megyn Kelly’s shows,
and she did not seem like she
would be the person to make such
appropriate action was taken by
NBC news.”
Kelly walks away with
$69 million from her contract
with NBC. The Daily Mail said
there are “tentative conversations” relating to Kelly returning
to Fox News. Kelly did not have
any allies at the time she left Fox
News, but perhaps she does now.
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Students Explore the Best Chicken Nuggets Ariana Grande’s Ex Mac
in the Valley; Mcdonald’s Reigns Supreme Miller Dies of Overdose, alslightly more expensive than the
Madison Reger
bite. As we dumped the nugget in other locations, but proved to legedly Over Heartbreak
bbq sauce, the watery taste sub- not be a huge factor. The nugFeatures Writer

Chicken nuggets are
quick, easy, and delicious. They
are very popular among students
and the people in the valley. A
few people and I went on an adventure to Scotts Valley and visited four drive-thru locations that
are known for having good chicken nuggets. We stopped at Jack in
the Box, Carl’s Jr, Burger King,
and lastly McDonalds. We ordered the smallest order possible
of chicken nuggets at each location and ate each with barbeque
sauce. Here is what we concluded
from this experience:

Sierra Mattair

sided, but that’s only due to addto the conclusion that these starshaped nuggets tasted very similar to the Tyson Chicken Nuggets
sold in grocery stores and that
they tasted as if they had been microwaved, due to the nuked texture. Overall- 5/10
Burger King-- $1.49-- Four
Piece
The Burger King chicken nuggets were a reasonable
price and ended up being the
cheapest on the entire list. The

Jack in the Box-- $1.75-Five Piece
The price at Jack
in the Box was very affordable, and they came out hot
in a small boxed container.
The nuggets were very
Chicken Nuggets With Sauces
vors considering their size.
Photo by Eat This, Not That!
Compared to other locations, these nuggets were
considerably smaller in size, but nuggets came ready hot in a panonetheless, they had the boldest per bag with two bbq sauces.
The nuggets had a similar texture
with the nuggets was very good, to the Carl’s Jr nuggets, except
it had a very strong taste, and
watery and more crispy. Burger
that we tried. The only downfall King’s had a slight spongey taste,
with these nuggets was the slight but nothing that altered the taste
aftertaste that they left. It wasn’t that much. The bbq sauce wasn’t
too bad, but it’s something worth as good as the previous two locations but wasn’t a deal breaker for
considering. Overall- 8/10
this location. The nuggets on their
Carl’s Jr.-- $5.99-- Six Piece
Without even trying own were good, even though they
these nuggets, we were surprised had a slight aftertaste. The afterto see the price on the receipt. The
six nuggets with two bbq sauces Carl’s Jr though. Although Burgwere nearing six dollars, which er King had a lot of similarities to
is considerably higher than any Carl’s Jr’s chicken nuggets, Burgother location. The nuggets here er Kings overall just had a better
taste for a lot better of a price.
as they came in star-shapes, com- Overall- 7/10
pared to the traditional chicken McDonalds-- $2.00-- Four Piece
Our last location to visit
was
McDonalds.
The price was
tried the nuggets, we noticed a

in terms of size compared to the
other nuggets. The outside was
very crispy, and didn’t have the
spongy and soft taste like the other locations. The bbq sauce was
very strong, and tasted great with
them. Although we did our review with bbq sauce, I also highly
recommend sweet and sour sauce
with McDonalds nuggets. This
our list. Overall-9/10
Overall, we’ve agreed
place on our list,
for food quality and
price. The nuggets
had a great taste and
also had a great price.
Next was Jack in the
Box, who came in second. The nuggets at
Jack in the Box were
also very affordable, and although
they had a slight aftertaste, it wasn’t anything extra
nitely worth trying. Next was
Burger King, which came in third
on our list. The nuggets here were
also a good value, although they
did have a pretty spongey/watery
taste to them. Adding extra sauce
them a lot better, and collectively
agreed that it’s worth giving them
a try. Lastly was Carl’s Jr, which
came in last. The price tag for
only six star-shaped chicken nuggets wasn’t a great deal, considering the taste. Although they were
very unique for having the star
shapes, the taste resembles microwavable Tyson nuggets. They
had a nuked/soft texture and were
very sponge-like. We wouldn’t
recommend these nuggets, unless
you want to try something unique.

Features Writer

If you’re even remotely involved with social media,
you’ve probably heard of Ariana Grande and Pete Davidson.
Grande is a 25-year-old singer,
songwriter, and actress who appeared on kids shows such as Sam
and Cat and Victorious and is in
multiple movies. Grande has released four studio albums and 38
singles, and she is currently 13th
on the billboard of most popular
artists.
Then there is Davidson,
a 24-year-old comedian and actor.
He has appeared on MTV shows
such as Wild n’ Out and Failosophy, is a cast member of Saturday Night Live, and performs
stand-up comedy acts on multiple
shows.
ed dating on May 30 and only
a few weeks after that on June
11, they announced that they
were engaged. Their relaonship
seemed to be doing well and they
were just an adorable couple.
Then, the terrible and
unexpected happened, Ariana’s
recent ex-boyfriend, Mac Miller,
died on September 7th at age 26
of an apparent overdose. Grande
and Miller were dating for two

years until it ended just a few
months before her engagement.
When Grande and Davidson started dating, Miller had
trouble accepting it. He totaled
his G Wagon, got a DUI, and
released an album called Swimming which was a 13-song album dedicated to Ariana Grande.
Some people on social media
blamed Grande for his death and
told her that this was Miller’s cry
for help. Maybe Miller was heartbroken about Grande or his death
could have been caused by other
factors.
A few weeks after the
death of Miller, Grande’s and Davidson’s engagement was called
off. Since Davidon and Grande’s
families were both against it
because they thought that they
jumped into the relationship too
fast and they were too young and
busy and not ready for something
this big, they thought it was the
right thing to break it off.
They are both taking it
differently. Davidson is doing
charity stand-ups and making
jokes about the break-up while
Ariana is mourning the death of
her ex-boyfriend. For now, each
of them need the time to heal and
focus on themselves.
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Sierra Bullock
Features Writer

Do you wear Chaplike a very irrelevant subject in
life, but it actually is a big part
of most people’s days. If you’re
not using a good chapstick, you
will have to reapply it multiple
times throughout the day which
uses up your chapstick faster, resulting in spending more money
on chapstick more often. Some
chapsticks are more medicated
it is all based on preferences and
the difference in each individual’s
lips.
We haven’t always had
chapstick though and people must
have had to use an alternative to
medicated. In the early 1880’s,
Dr. Charles Browne Fleet, a
physician and pharmacological

Jersey Collins
Features Writer

Do you want to learn
some fun and interesting holiday
always enjoyed especially when
the season is coming up. The top
seven holiday DIY’s are confetti
ornaments, temporary tattoo ornament, holiday shakers, Instax
and tinsel wreath, paper poinsettrees, Santa hat drink stirrers, and
tinsel letter garland.
all you need is mod podge matte,
tissue paper, sponge brush, scissors, old Christmas ornaments,
and thin ribbons. What you’ll
need to do is use the scissors to
cut the tissue paper in rectangles
or whatever shape you want.
Then, you’re going to use the
sponge brush to put mod podge
on the Christmas ornaments. The
last thing you’re going to do is
put the cut tissue paper on the or-
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thinker from Lynchburg, Virginia, originally. This is due to peoples
invented chapstick as a lip balm. skin types not the company’s
New versions were introduced, intention. Different people like
- different chapsticks. The main
vored sticks in 1971, Chapstick goal is just to prevent and treat
sunblock 15 in 1981, Chapstick chapped lips. Some people don’t
medicated in 1992, and Chapstick use chapstick at all and some use
petroleum jelly plus in 1985.
Chapstick is a brand name
of a lip balm manufactured
Care and used in many
countries worldwide. It is
intended to help treat and
prevent chapped lips. Many
varieties include sunscreen
in order to prevent sunburn.
The most popular
brands of chapstick in 2018 Different Brands of Chapstick
are Burts Bees, EOS, Car- Photo by Mashable
mex, and Blistex. There are
suspicions about chapstick brands it constantly. Chapstick is stated
intentionally chapping lips to sell as possibly being a coping mechtheir product faster. It has never anism, stress reliever, or even a
been proven but it is true that habit. People enjoy putting in on
certain chapsticks can make your because it’s satisfying and pleaslips even drier than they were ing to apply. Some chapstick does

expire after about two to three
years but you will probably lose it
or run out by then, though if used
sparingly it lasts a long time. It is
said that teenagers especially use
scented chapsticks for the smell
instead of the more medicated
ones for the use.
When
asked
what their favorite
chapstick is, one SLV
teenage girl responded
with “EOS because
it is visually pleasing
and it works well. It
lasts about two hours
before my lips dry out
and I have to reapply
again.” Another SLV
teenage girl responded
with “The coconut one
from the Chapstick brand because
it smells really good.” A SLV
male student replied with, “Carmex because it works very well”
and another one said,“Blistex because it feels nice.”

Different people like different chapsticks and I tested the
top used chapsticks for 2018. The
Burts Bees chapstick smelt very
nice but the tube was so small
that it was used up very fast and

naments which have the glue on
them. When they’re done drying,
put a little bow on the top with the
thin ribbons.
The next DIY is
pretty simple. Things you
need are temporary tattoos, decoupage (white
paint), brush, sponge,
and an ornament. The

sel wreath. The materials you need
is clips, pictures of your family
or friends, star frame, and tinsel.

tinsel letter garland. The materials you need are tinsel and letters.

decorations in. Some decorations
you should get are tiny Christmas
trees, Santa Claus and maybe
some reindeers.

is wrap the tinsel around
the star frame so the tinsel looks like a star and
you can’t see the frame.
Then you’re going to
get some clothes pins
and hook the pictures
to do is paint the ornaonto the wreath. Its sument white. Once the
per cute and super easy.
paint dries you’ll get the
The next one
sponge, put some water
is pretty fun to make.
on it, then get the tempoIt’s called the Santa hat
rary tattoo and put it on
drink stirrers. All you
the ornament. It’s just that
need is mini felt Santa
simple and really fun.
hats, striped straws, and
The next one,
scissors. All you need to
holiday shakers, is pretdo is hold a mini hat at
ty interesting. All you DIY Snowman Holiday Salt Shakers
an angle and then make
need is salt shakers, tiny Photo by Pinterest
a cut on the side and put
Christmas decorations,
the straw in. Make sure
and salt. All you need to
the cut is super small so
The next one is super the straw doesn’t slip.
up with salt and then put the tiny cool. It’s called an Instax and tinThe next one is called

for that long. With the EOS chap-

was kind of waxy and hard and
But the strawberry one was soft
and lasted on my lips for about
2 hours before they got dry. The
Carmex chapstick was very moisother two except it didn’t have the
nice coconut, pear, or raspberry
a kind of gross taste but it was
have ever used. There is much to
know about what you are putting
on your lips and hopefully this
can help you while picking out
your next chapstick.

do is spell a word with the letters you got. It can be joy, merry
Christmas, happy holidays, or
you make it whatever you want.
Then you’re just going to wrap
the tinsel around the letters and it
makes it look sparkly.
The last one is called
joy and love pillowcases. All you
need is old pillowcases or new
ones, and markers. All you need
to do is draw whatever you want
on the pillowcases and hang them
up around the house.
All the holiday DIY’s
are pretty interesting and super
fun to make. There is so many
more and hopefully this will inspire you to try some new things
with friend or family.
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Return to the World of Harry Potter with The Crimes of Grindelwald
Jil Miller

Features Writer

Fantastic
Beasts:
Crimes of Grindelwald is a new
-

ing world. In the Crimes of Grindelwald, young Albus Dumbledore (portrayed by Jude Law),
ter of Hogwarts, joins Newt in

main setting for the Crimes of
Grindelwald is in the late 1920’s,
-

7

why I’m suing the Sun newspaper for defamation for repeating

weekend of the Crimes of Grin-

by David Yates. It is the sequel
to 2016’s Fantastic Beasts and
Where to Find Them. Both are set
before the time of the main Harry
Potter story. For the sequel, the

Gellert
Grindelwald
(portrayed by Johnny
Depp). Along with
young Albus Dumbledore, another Harry

Johnny Depp being
the villain. He was
-

me. She doesn’t take things lightly. She would not stand up if she
to Variety. Even with all of the
appear as the villain, Grindelwald

(portrayed by Eddie Redmayne)
is set to return. Along with some
ter series will be added into the
Fantastic
Beasts: Crimes of Grindelwald
will be out in theatres everywhere
on November 16th, 2018.

abuse by his ex-wife
Amber Heard. Depp
spoke out after the

In the Harry Potter
movies the role made
popular by Maggie
Smith, the now young
will be in the Crimes of
Grindelwald played by

said, “I’ll be honest
with you, I felt bad
for J.K. [Rowling]

Fantastic Beasts Promo Poster
Photo by fantasticbeasts.com

This Warner
-

-

written by J.K Rowling, author of
the Harry Potter book series. The

delwald is in the range of $62.2
-

Season Fourteen of Supernatural
-

Hannah Zolezzi

these various feelings from people out
there. I felt bad that she had to
take that. But ultimately, there is

In episode three, Sam

away from it, as well as towards

state, as well as his well-being.
Dean assures Sam that he is okay,
-

Leading up to Hallow-

Features Writer

ing with them. Sam wants that to

do you want?” The episode left
pleased but still wanting more,
as if to right the wrongs that had
happened.
Episode two,
however, was what the
pilot should’ve been. It

high on Dean’s list of priorities.

my toes with twists and

son fourteen was less than subpar. The key element to a good

the Supernatural narrative. In episode two,

world hunters residing in the bunker on the CW’s Supernatural

and wanting more. Episode one,
-

The Main Supernatural trio
who is inhabiting Dean Photo by SPN.net

Along with returning favorite

gall. Fantastic Beasts: Crimes of
Grindelwald debuted on November 16, 2018 in theatres everywhere.

movies and regular monster-ofthe-week hunts where they know
the rules and how to stop the bad
guys? While Sam and Dean were

his own life. As he put it later in
the episode, he knows the
bad guy will lose. On the

after the hunt, Sam assured his
brother that no one blamed him

life he doesn’t know right
now. He doesn’t know any
of the people they took in

he’d never get over what happened, he knew Sam was right.
This was how Sam and Dean re-

living that are now living
in the bunker. He doesn’t
know the system the hunters have worked out in his

to leave the survivors behind in
natural Season 13. Dean didn’t
derstood and proposed they bring

possessing him. He doesn’t know

world with them. So, while Dean
may stop hiding out in his room,
he’s more likely to go on more
hunts than stay behind and get to
know his new housemates. It may
even turn into a one step forward,

hurt and wanted to know why
managing to keep a better-thanyou aura. At the end of the epi-

monumental happens. In typi-

hurt by any mortal means.) As he
-

has happened, as well as a little
slogan; “Saving people, hunting

Harry Potter is something many people have grown up
with, so this new series is a won-

Dean.

troubles him- he runs at full speed

got a win: reneging on their deal
for a one-time-only possession.
So why wouldn’t Dean retreat
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SLVHS Student Directed Play “A-Haunting We Will Go” a Hit Success
Atara Miller

Features Writer

This year’s student-directed play, “A Haunting We Will
Go”, was a huge success, bringing in audience members of all
ages. The play was directed by
seniors Jennifer Rodriguez, and
Nicholas Payne. The spookily
themed play was perfectly timed,
as it came out right before Halloween. To put on the six shows
cost the drama department $1700,

on the play started back in May
of 2018 when Payne and Rodriguez were getting their proposals
ready for the booster meeting.
The directors, actors, and everyone behind the scenes had been
rehearsing for about two months.
The spectacular show took about
four months to put on in total.
SLV’s “A Haunting we
will Go” director Jennifer Rodriguez has insider information

about the play and some hard- differently than how the direcships that took place while getting tors envisioned. Jennifer stated
everything together. “Some hard- that both herself and Nick didn’t
ships were agreeing with design- imagine the set to have all the fabers and my co-director on certain ric, but their set designer thought
aspects like how the
set and costumes
should look, as
well as the colors of
lighting. Some others were the mental
and emotional toll
on both of us as directors. Having to
spend a lot of time
on the show every
day and getting into
arguments caused
a lot of stress. Also
hearing bad things “A-Haunting We Will Go”
people would say Photo by SLV Drama
about the show or
about us and our stage manager.” of it and it ended up looking
Although directing the play was a great. She also added that some
of the costumes were different
to get it done well.
but they really worked for each
The play went a little character. “It didn’t go exactly as

envisioned, but that would be impossible. It was much better than
I could have ever hoped for. It
was so amazing.”
Directing was an incredible experience for
Jennifer and Nicholas.
Jennifer says that the
best part was working
with all those great people and Nick. “It was a
dream come true to do
it with my best friend
and a lot of people I really like. The cast was
amazing and the crew
was perfect.” Jennifer
added that it was the best
seeing them progress
through all the rehearsals and seeing how hard
they worked from audi“It’s an incredible feeling to hear
ing bows.”
Camryn Hipwell, a ju-

nior actress performing in the
play, loved the incredible experience. She said that everyone
worked super hard and that it’s
great to know that people enjoyed their play. She played the
character Carolyn Penmark, a girl
who gets kidnapped and brought
to the Inn of the Three Sisters,
“I loved being around everyone
in the show because we are all
pretty close and its fun to work
on something we’re all passionate
about.” Camryn continued, saying that she didn’t dislike a single
thing and loved being able to be a
part of the experience.
In all, the play was a
success. From the directors to actors, everyone played their part in
making the play possible. While
working on the play, everyone
still manages to enjoy themselves,
and later put on a performance for
many audience members to also
enjoy.
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sible, the election will wash away
the Republican majority in the
House and boost Democrats in
gubernatorial and state legislative races. However, it will leave
Democrats still short of a majority in the Senate because nearly
all of the most competitive races
are now in red states.
Polls show close races
for the Senate, the House, and
governorships. Polls have been
wrong before. This was, however,
a wave election, which is to say
an election that produces results
that overcome structural obstacles and impediments facing the
minority party.
In this case, it is the
strength of the economy that
could help Republicans avoid the
worst, another factor that makes
Tuesday’s election different from
those in the past. Look back to
1982, to 1994, to 2006 and to
2010. Those midterms saw the
parties of two Republican presidents and two Democratic presibut the ingredients were different
than they are today; more customary, more understandable. The
1982 midterm election was all
about the economy. The country
was in a deep recession, and the
unemployment rate hit 10 percent
time it had been in double digits in four decades. Democrats

picked up roughly two dozen
seats in the House, adding to their
majority and dealing a blow to
than-President Ronald Reagan.
In 1994, anger with the government, corruption scandals in the
House and legislative missteps by
then-President Bill Clinton and
congressional Democrats led to a

40 years of Democratic rule in the
House, Republicans led by soonto-be-speaker Newt Gingrich
swept to power on a tide of antigovernment sentiment. By 2006,
the focus of the midterms was
on the issue of war and peace,
namely the growing unpopularity
of the Iraq War, coupled with deship of then-President George W.
Bush, over both the war and his
administration’s handling of the
devastation caused by Hurricane
Katrina. The combination cost
Republicans their House majority.
November 6 results could produce many surprises, as elections
like this often do. The outcome
could change the balance of
power in Washington, or it could
leave Democrats wondering how
they missed out. It will provide
a partial answer to the question

answer will come later, and by
Wednesday, people will shift their
focus toward another campaign
two years from now.

-cordings show the 15 men seizing Khashoggi, and immediately
beat and tortured him. In the audio recordings, the agents begin
now, it is uncertain if Khashoggi
was alive or not while they were
doing so.
Turkey, who obtained
the audio recordings allegedly
proving Khashoggi’s fate, have
not yet provided the recordings as
evidence for this case, most likely
because taking such audio recordings would have been a violation
of international law, or would
have compromised intelligence
sources within the country. President Trump eventually stated that
a tape of the journalist’s killing
“probably” exists somewhere.
It is believed that President Trump is taking the side of
cause they spend billions of dol-

“has been a very important ally”.
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Water Polo has Proved Itself Strong and Resilient in the 2018 Season
Mira Whichelmann
Sports Writer

“It was really pretty
great most of the time. Our team
got really close to winning the
league” “We didn’t win all of
them, but that wasn’t the point;
we grew as a team.” This year
really showed true championship
from some exceptional players
and capitalized on what it means
to excel in the sport of water
polo.
In the words of our own
girls water polo player, Teyah Talamante, “We learned to expect
what our players needed and that
was good for all of us.” Whether
it be in the pool or in other situations, the team knows how to
support each other.
From the words of Hannah Zolezzi, who was on Varsity
this year, “JV girls did very well.
That team has a lot of girls who
are super into polo that work
together really well, who take it
seriously and get down to busi-

ness. They communicate!” So
ing on making effective scores
truly for JV girls water polo, this
and going head to head with the
was quite the successful year.
opposing team. Other notable
Alternatively, girls
players were Eve Cunningham
Varsity has hosted their own set
and Morgan Bright.
of issues and successes out on
“I felt like, for JV, we
deck, and the true endurance
really had to take practice more
of the team really
shows. “The issues
I can remember
on Varsity was
the lack of communication when
ideas clashed. There
was also kind of a
reluctance to share.
There were separate
cliques within the
team,” said Hannah
Zolezzi.
Varsity
also won 2 games,
against the same
school. According
to Hannah Zolezzi, Water Polo Plays as the Sun Sets
Eva Warne was the Ruby Sartain - Miller Instagram
most valuable offensive player this season, focus- seriously and it made it hard for

our coach (Julia Ayers) to deal
with us.”
Upon interviewing
Maxx Amos, it was discovered
of challenges that come with any
team! With further inquiry, Maxx
has also stated that he really
did enjoy this year’s team,
and is quite excited for next
year’s season! “
Boys’ Varsity went to
league, and JV had a record
of (10-0) overall we did
really well. We can use that
momentum to push forward
going into next year’s
season.” Regardless of any
challenges faced by any of
these teams, this year’s accomplishments are almost
year’s wins will be brilliant!
Aside from the inner
workings of the team,
another big part of any
sport are the vigilant spectators.

Even when they want to be kept
anonymous, there are folks in the
bleachers that are truly starstruck.
“Wow, I have to say,
the games this season have been
amazing! Our team is always
keeping focus on them, stealing the show even when games
aren’t won. There’s always one
player catching my eye, making
victory the only option.”
“SLV water polo has
never been quite this vivacious,
and I only expect the team to
keep getting better! I think the
coaches have worked the players
hard and given SLV the best season yet,” commented an anonymous SLV student.
Whether it be the
players in the water or the loyal
spectators in the stands, the 2018
season of water polo from JV
boys to varsity girls has been extensively successful in showing
the true spirit of the game.

